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' At the Present Time 

not be Performed on 

ief submitted by Burt 
elled psychosurgery 
ishment under the 

the "thought control" imflica tions of psychosurgery. 

Because the state is constitutionally prohibited from be measured, however, it is necessary to und itand tht 
compelling experimental neurosurgery for aggmsaivity, basis for ruling that consent is required. o. Gordon 
and because the taint of compulston cannot be dirpelled Yudashkin, Director, Michigan Department of Mental 
for involuntarily confined mental patients, no such ex- Health, for example, suggested that the Department of 

. perimental surgery can at the present time be performed Mental Health might well have authority th compel a 
on involuntarily confined mental patients. committed person to accept this exper 

just as the Department has authority t 
A. State compulsion for the contemplated ex- tance of drug therapy or psychotherapy 
perimental neurosurgery violates the constitutional the Department, under his direction, w 
prohibition on cruel and unusual punishment and a n y  such  au tho r i ty  to 
the fundamental right to privacy. neuroiurgery. 

There is. . .one striking exception to [the] general rule 
[that any medical procedure without consent is a battery]. 
Persons who are involuntarily committed to state mental 
institutions, on a permanent commitment order, need no 
give consent to medical treatment. The precise purpos 
for such commitment status is to displace the ordinar 
rule that doctors are forbidden to treat without consent. 

The questions for resolution by this Court have been 
framed with the apparent assumption that consent is a will ordinarily be a 
necessary prerequisite, by a patient or his guardian, to 
experimental neurosurgery for aggressivity. In order to 
formulate the standards against which, tha 
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eficbively than some less severe punishment, then be tween one purported diagnostic key-"demonstrable '-the eant~aued infliction of that punishment violates the com- 
mand of the Clause. . . . physical abnormality of the brainw-and aagrsrsive con-,,, w , ~ . ,  . duct. Indeed, one admitted pur ore for the experim -,%d,t . , -*.-<!. b- ! $ + f ~ -  

By these,standards., ~bldfielfed expaiii6entdl brain sur- according to Dr. Ernlt Ro in, the principal xf" 
.- gery is clearly impermissible. Its risks, and its possible 

B 
perimenter, Professor of Neurology at the Lafsryette 

- deprivation of personality attributes. are "degrading to Clinic, is to determine whether current belief is correct 
the dignity of human beings." It would be "unusually in asserting that there is no such correlation. Since here 
severs." T ~ B  passions surrounding this trial are is thus no established basis for distinguishing between 
themselves ample svidenee of the ethical discomfiture in aggressive persons who do and who do not have 
"'contemporary society" regarding psychosurgery "demonstrable physical ahnormality of the brain," selec- 

. generally: the virtually automatic assumption by all par- tion of candidates for destruction af b d n  tissue on that 
ties that csmpeIitid neurosurgery would be unthinkable basis is patently arbitrary. [On this amre, it should be 
testifies to i t3  "substantial rejecttion) by confemporary noted that if future animal research, for example, es- 
soeie~y'" as a compelled Ereatmemt, . . . tablishes a more sufficient base for a correlation 

'The remaining two standards posited by Justice Bren- betwsen brain "abnormality" and aggression, this argu- 
nan require a more extqnded di~cnssion. The question ment would no longer apply.) 
whether the cenrempleted sur~ery  "serves any penal Beyond this fundamental arbitrarinesg in selection, 

I puspass more effectively than! some less severe the testimony at trial clearly e~tablishes that the 
p~ni~s'hrnent" has two aspects. First,, the testimony (at "Criteria for Inclusion in the Aggression Project" is a 
tsl~aljI. , .has eatsl5Eashed that any beneficial result, t~ con- grab bag of essentially miscellaoeous criteria. Dr. 

- trd or diminish aggressiviv, is wholly unpredictable. Yudashkin stated that the ten criteria were not e 
' . -  and tksa ag~~.e&E~rity can, anry be reliably controlled in "specific diagnostic entity," but ware essentially a 

3 tks.preseh~ sqtaie af nsvsaPtpaical knowledge, by destruc- "miscellaneous sociological description." Dr. ~ n d r e w  
m@an of such extensive amounts ol brain tissue that other Watson, Professor of Psychiatry and Law, The University 

pergmglity FLSnction~ are exce~iweBy impaired. It would of Michigan, testified that the criteria were not "narrow, f -thus appear impoasibl'e adequately to demonstrate that carefully defined, and carefully lirni ted criteria likely to 
many people" and that he was "herd 

what you end up with" in applying 
Similarly, Dr. Ayub Ommaya at the 

afional Institure of Neurological Diseases and Stroke, 
testified that the study criteria did not define a 
*'hamogeneous popu1atim.I' Accordingly, there is (in 
Justice Brennan's words) "strong probability that (the 
snrgery would he) inflicted arbitrarily," on in Justice d Stewart's words) a "capriciously selected ran om hand- 
ful" for whom (in, Justice White's words) "there la, no 
meaningful basis for distingui~hing the few cases in 
which it is imposed from the many cases in which it is 
a0r." 

It is thw clear that-if the surgery were compelled by 
tha ~tate-it WUM violate h e  constitutional Ban on cruel 
and stnusatd punishmat. Mermver, in view af the 
drastic mwult un human personality and bodily integrity 
iavslmd in the surgery, it is eqoally dear that such am- 
pelled swgery would contravene the comritutimal 
"right sf privacy" recently invoked by the Supreme 
Court to invalidate state laws that compelled women fo 
bear unwanted children. 



M'&mn 6&%@8 'md lfttls precedent alsewher~ that we 
b v e  foad ad&eo&ig whether thlere ere any exeqtians 
ta the pmpl tale that committed persons may be com- 
pelled to rcmgt any treatment imporsd by the ste te corn- 

" mitmtbt fn!#tit\;lfi~Pi, OUT research has found attusney 
gsnsrah' opifiiona in Vermont and Wisconsin that ad- 

@ 
drsr thil quartion, and each concludes that as a matter 
olE law mu consent iar required, The muat directly 
applicable irr a lW Wiaconrin attorney general'$ o inian P ~arnld~rin,g whether 'Mrastic therapy, such ar pre rontal 
lobotmy'%urt be consensus1 by the panon or his mar- 
d h ,  [which] concluderr as follows: 

. . ,[M]aving in mind the draetic nature of prefrontorl lobotomy or 
gsychoaurgery, its permanent effects as well as the fairly high 
mortality  rat^ accompanying or following the procedure (ap- 
proximately 2 tcs 3 per cent], and the rather lfrnited percentage 
of cases resulting in improvement ["good" or "favorable" 
results in 20 er cent of "cases of dementia praacox" and 55 per 
cent of "invofutional melancholia cased'; "fair results" in m per 
cent of the former and 33 per cent of the latter.), we would most 
strongly urge obtaining the coqsent of near relatives or guar- 
dians wherever possible. . . . 

We wish to make it clear that thir conclusion is in the nature of 
advice as to policy, and that as to the law relating generally to 
the care and treatment of insane persons in state institutions we 
subscribe *to the view expressed. . .by the attorney general of 
Vermont that in the absence of express statutory provision the 
care and treatment of inmates in etate mental institutions must 
be discretionary in the duly appointed officers of the institution. 

No explicit provision in Michigan statutes governing 
mental health commitments requires a different 
result. . . . 

We submit, nevertheless, that the state may not compel 
anyone to accept the contemplated experimental 
neurosurgery for aggressivity. Such compulsion would, 
we contend, violate the ban of the Eighth Amendment on 
cruel and unusual punishment. Moreover, because con- 
sent for such operation is constitutionally required, 
judicial intervention to assure the total absence of state 
compulsion is most emphatically required. But, as the 
record in this case amply demonstrates, institutional con- 
finement is itself so inherently coercive that the taint of 
state compulsion cannot be adequately dispelled to 
satisfy the necessary burden of showing consent for the 
contemplated experimental neurosurgery for aggressivi- 
ty at its present state of scientific development. 

Because it is central to our argument that state compul- 
sion to the contemplated experimental surgery would be 
cruel and unusual punishment, it is necessary at this 
point to consider at some length the modern standards 
that have evolved under the Eighth Amendment to un- 
derstand their applicability to this contemplated surgery. 

As a preliminary matter, it is clear that provision of 
seriously inadequate, inappropriate, car harmful medical 
care for involuntarily incatcerated persons is itself cruel 
and unusual punishment violative of the Eighth Amend- 
ment. S e c ~ n d ,  the Eighth Amendment prohibitian 
applies to state compulsions whether or not those corn- 
pulsions a re  imposed in  prisons or in  o ther  
"theiapeu tically labelled" institutions. Accordingly, the 
fact that John Doe or other persons are confined for 
aggrewive conduct in a "hospi,talw rather than a "prison" 
dues nat affect the applicability of the constitutional ban 
against cruel and unusual punishment. SirniIarly, 
whether gush gemom are confined against their will for 
danger to others or to themselves is immaterial in apply- 
ing the constitutional ban. 
In Trop v. United States, (1958), the Supreme ~Cburt 

gave modern statement to the principle of the Eighth 
Amendment. In holding "cruel and unu~ualq '  a federal 

"[The risks of] compelled 
experimental brain surgery .%? 
and its possible deprivation 018 
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p,e,sonality attributes 
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"aegrading to the 
dignity of human beings. 
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,i;+ law which stripped wartime deserters of citizens ip t e 
'~'"Gourt. r-hled that stbtelessness 
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~'wbjecli ,the individual to a fate of ever-increasiy fear and dis- 
* -  

tress. He knows not what discriminations may be established 
; ageinst: him, what proscriptions may b.e directed against him, 

and when and bar what cause his existence in his native land 
may be terminated. . . .It is no answer to suggest that all the di5 
asltrous consequences of: this fate may not he braught to bear on 
a stateless persan. The threat makes the punishment obnoxious. 

Mr. Justice brennan amplified this reasoning in his con- 
curring opinion: 

*[El  t can be s u ~ ~ a s e d  that the consequences of greatest weight, in 
terms af ultimate impact on the petitioner, are unknown and un- 
knowable, Indeed, in truth, he may live -out his life with but 
minor inconvenience. . . .Neuertheless it cannot be d'enied that 
the impact of expatriation. . .may be severe. Expatriation, in this 
respect, constitutes an especially demoralizing sanction. The 
uncertainty, and the consequent psychological hurt, which must 
accompany one who becomes an outcast in his own land must be 
~eckoned a substantial factor in the ultimate judgment. 

Subjection to experimental brain surgery-uncertain 
and grave in its risks af harm, assaultive on basic 
emotional and cognitive functions, disruptive and poten- 
tially destructive of human personality and personal 
identity-the "threat" of all &is equally "makes the 
punishment obnoxious." It is, above all, "an especially 
demoralizing sanetion." 

The standards gaverning the Eighth Amendment ban 
have recently been given extensiue elaboration in the 
Supreme Court's decision on capital punishment. Fur- 
man v. Geoqia, [1$?2). Although the five members d the 
Court majority differed in their reasons far invalidating 
the death penalty. . .the o inisns indicate that all five B would regard experimente neurasuraery for aggr essivi- 
ty ia the same way, and that all five would consider such 
compelled surgery to be co1nstitutionally impermissible. 

Justice Brennan's opinion, most directly returns to the 
reasoning of the Trap case, to distill this principle: 

In view of the canstitutionaI principle at stake, that for- 
bids the state from compelfing ersons into experimental R neurosurgery, it is essential t at the state discharge a 
h i ~ h  burden, of proof that any such surgery performed by 
its officers is free ffom any taint sf cctmpulsion. Accor- 
dingly, the standards to assure absence of compulsion 
must be more stringent and exacting for state. officers 
'than, under ordinary malpractice law, the requirement 
that private hysicians obtain consent for medical 
procedures. T 1 e Constitution regulates state action; it 
does, mat directly constrain private conduct. Accordingly, 

, 
the elabarete analogies tha4 defendants' counsel. . . has 
drawn during this trial between the compulsions 
operating on dying patients, for example, who cmsent to 
risky experiments and the cmpnlsians operating on per- ' 

sans confined by the state are wholly ineppasite. A 
I - 
L .  private physician may choase to overlook the cmn- . 

pulsisions operating on his dying patient. The state, under 
malpractice laws, probably will not ordinarily intervene 
ta ciruntermend the physician's judgment, and, in any 

, , _  {ednt. i t  is not constitutionally obliged to intervene. But 
!; ' he state itself is not entitled to overlook the compulsions 

withdrew his conrent after-and only after-tb Court 
had ruled unconstitutional the Crbinal.  $sxual 
Psychopath statute under which Qoe w& mafimd:Dr, 
Andrew Watson, a psychiatrist wha had resn me b ~ t h  
before and after this Court's opinio~, confirm@ in hie 
testimony the dramatic change in psycholagiopl rcity 
that accompanied this change in l p a l  i ta tu~.  &hen 
asked] whether the Coqrt's action re rding the CSP 
statute "was s quite silprificsnt part of t fr is prych$qioal 
mechanism" that led Johq Doe to withdraw his donsent, 
Dr. Watson stated, "Absolutely. He sees himself now as 
an entirely different ersan. And he comes inte the P process in an entire y different way." John Doe's 
testimony establishes that the pressures on an in- 
stitutionalized person are both pervasive and impossible 
to allay while that person remaiis involuntarily con- 
fined. 

These pressures do not, of course, affect all persons in 
the same way. Some persons, for example, fight in- 
stitutional pressures to the last ditch. Others, like John 
Doe, bow to institutional pressures in order to prove 
themselves "cooperative" and therefore worthy for 
freedom, or even more trivially, for minor privileges 
(such as a reading lamp for one's bedroom or ~ o u n d  
passes to have picnic lunches with visiting parents). But 
since the state is constitutionally obliged to asgure that 
no one is compelled by the state to accept experimental 
neurosurgery for aggressivity, it is insufficient to argue 
that since some can resist state pressuree, it is permissi- , 

ble to overlook the existence of others-such as John 
Doe-who cannot so re@. 

There are two possible responses to the reality that 
some persons, at least, involuntarily confined by the 
state will not have psychological capacity to exercise 
free choice regarding the contemplated surgery. One 
response, apparently pursued by defendants in this case, 
is to design mechanisms that screen out those in the in- 
stitutionalized population who do and those who do not 
have the necessary capacity. But that response, we sub- 
mit,.is patently inadequate. John Doe, for one, was sub- 
jected to as extensive a screening rocedure-to test the 
reality of his consent-as is ever li e ely to be carried out. 
That screening procedure failed; it did not identify the 
inappropriate motives that led Doe to consent to the 
operation. Dr. Yudashkin, who first presented the con- 
templated surgery to Doe and who interviewed him 
several times on this question, "doubt[ed] that [persons] 
would submit themselves to unnecwsary surgery in 
order to gain their release." 

When asked if Doe had told him that an important 
motive of his was to volunteer just to increase his chance 
to get out, whether or not the surgery would be done, Dr, 
Yudashkin replied: "I would have advised him against 
it." 

The fact, is, however, that this was a central motivation 
for John Doe in consenting to the surgery. The fact 
emerged with considerable clarity in the course of his 
testimony in this trial. . . . 1 

For purposes of understanding John Doe's motivation, 
it is not dispositive whether Dr. Yudashkin indicated any 
desire that Doe agree to the surgery. Indeed, Dr. 
Yudashkin has testified that he meant to exercise no in- 
fluence one way ar the other with Doe, and when direct- 
ly asked the question, Doe stated, "I wouldn't sa he was 
really advising me. I would say that he was real r y asking 
me. You know-there was no pressure." But this state- 
ment by Doe illustrates why the institutional setting is so 
powerful in undermining truly voluntary consent. The 
pressure need not come from the individual's conscious 
intent. In perfect good faith, Dr. Yudashkin could believe 
that he was leaving John Doe free to accept or reject the. 
surgery. In perfect good faith, John Doe could believe 
that he was in fact free on this matter. But the cir- 
cumstance, the total environment, in which bath men 
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John Doe's experience, and his testimony, proves that 
the state cannot discharge its constitutionally required 
obligation to demonstrate that no taint of compulsion 
would accompany the decision of an involuntarily 
detained person to agree to experimental neurosurgery 
for aggressive conduct. Because that taint of compulsion 
cannot be removed, because it is inescapable in the coer- 
cive setting of a state confinement institution, it is "cruel 
and unusual punishment" and an invasion of the con- @ stitutionally protected "right to privacy" for the state to 
sponsor such surgery on its captive population. 

This holding need not mean that no conventional 
medical treatment can be provided to a captive popula- 
tion. For those committed to mental institutions, conven- 
tional treatment at least related to cure of mental illness 
can be offered without regard to consent. Conventional 
treatment fur other purposes to those committed to men- 
tal institutions, and conventional treatment of all sorts 
for those confined in prisons, are-by their very conven- 
tionality-much less likely to be viewed by commitment 
patients or prisoners as keys to their freedom or even to 
increased privileges. 

More difficult questions are presented for medical ex- 
perimentation on these caprive populations. Consent to 
experimentation, for example, for malaria or cancer 
cures might be viewed by inmates as leading toward 
earlier parole or better institutional treatment. But the 
most troubling, the least assuredly consensual of all 
possible experiments, is an experimental procedure 
directly related to the reason that originally brought the 
potential subjects to be committed. That is, medical ex- 
periments related to "cures for aggressivity" are likely to 
be viewed by institution inmates and staff alike as par- 
ticularly pressing concerns. John Doe might or might not 
prove his worth for release, his "cooperativeness" by 
agreeing to an experiment that might cure malaria. 
Whether he would consent to an experiment that might 
cure his "aggressivity" is, however, much more patently 
relevant to hia view, and staff views, af Doe's worth for 
release, his "cooperativeness." Accordingly, this Court's 
ruling that the contemplated surgical procedure cannot 
be performed on involuntarily confined persons in state 
mental institutions would not necessarily imply that no 
medical experiments of ahy sort can be performed an 
state mental hospital or prison populations. 

Further, this ruling would not necessarily mean that 
neurosurgery for aggressivity could never be performed 
in the future on state mental hospital or prison pop- 
ulations. The specially stringent standards, to assure no 
taint of compulsion, are imposed by constitutional 
norms. But if this neurosurgery becomes widely 
accepted conventional therapy for aggressive conduct, 
the constitutional norm would not apply with full force to 
it. If, that is, the neurosurgery in question becomes con- 
ventional therapy practiced by a broad range of 
reputable physicians, it will no longer be arbitrary in 
application: a clearly identifiable, and diagnosable, 
patient population will be defined. It will no longer have 
unknown risks and uncertain benefits: risks and benefits 
will be clearly and persuasively identified in the course 
of its wider use in the medical profession. And communi- 
ty dismay and unease at this procedure will be substan- 
tially allayed; the acceptance of this neurosurgical 
technique as conventional treatment by the medical 
community generally will amply testify on this score. Ac- 
cordingly, the basis for ruling that compelled 
neurosurgery for aggressivity is constitutionally imper- 
missible may, in the future, be so attenuated that it will 
be permissible to perform this surgery in institutional 
settings notwithstanding the inescapably coercive 
pressures of those settings. 

Proscribing experimental neurosurgery for aggressivi- 
ty on involuntary mental patients would not, moreover, 
stifle future scientific development of this technique. 
[Tlhere is a powerful case that the time is not yet proper 
for any human experimentation for this technique. Much 
additional animal work can and must be done. But, at 
most, as defense witness Dr. [Earl] Walker [Professor of 
Neurology, Johns Hopkins University] testified, "the art 
has progressed to the point where a very careful study 
might be carried out on a few cases. . . ." Those few cases 
need not, and should not, be drawn from involuntarily 
confined persons in state mental institutions. The ex- 
perimental procedure itself is, at best, at the far end sf 
legally permissible medical experiments on human 
beings. It would be wrong to authorize such an experi- 
ment to be performed on a population whose partidpa- 
tion is, in any event, itself, at best, at the far end of the 
legally permissible spectrum for truly voluntary c e n s ~ .  
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